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 Tour Guide at the Neelam Fort- Part 1 

 
 
Urdu transcript: 
 

Interviewer: This is the Red Fort, built during the time of the Mughal Empire.  
).-, اردو '&ں(  

۔۔۔=>;ے :ے 57رے '&ں 4567ں23 1پ   
 

 :M?&,  یہ BL =>;ہ ہے اس :2 ن&>H =>;ہ :ہ6ے ہ&ں۔ یہ ن&>H =>;ہ ہےیہ 1زاد: B6C5&D رہ@?5 
5: Nہ2ر 3,یM' Oہ 7ہ;<=  

(Inaudible) 
 یہ اب P ,P&5 ہے۔ 

 
یہ :S 7@5 3-5۔: انٹ,وی2ر  

 
  یہ : B6C5&D رہ@?5

history 
ے۔ .@Zرہ 2D اس :B ئ '&ں یہ 3&5ر ہ2ا ہ  Z@2: 2Dرہ2Yدہ 2D . ہےئ اس :B ل&B-U ہ2  

date 
Bے 1پ  :2-ہ&ں ز57نP1 5ۓL 2ئ 3-2ڑا^>[ ہ  

history 
 .ڑه&ں :ے اس :ے Z;7۔ یہ دیU-&ں اس :B دی2اروں زل`لے Dے

(Inaudible) 
 

    'de'de۔۔۔: انٹ,وی2ر
Empire 

 :ے ز'5نے '&ں؟
 

  1ں de' BL۔ 'de یہ نہ&ں 'e>2ں نے B-7 7@5ی5 ہے N&3 شہ@5Mہ  ہB6C5&D :5 رہ@?5
 

اب اس :B دی2اریں :2jk' B@6ط ہ&ں۔ : انٹ,وی2ر  
 

  اب اس :B دی2اریں 7ہ2jk' Oط ہ&ں۔ دیU-&ں یہ : B6C5&D رہ@?5
 

 '&ں اس 1549۔  '&ں اس :B 3;?&, :5 1^5ز ہ2ا ہے1549 -ہP 2&5 ہے اس :D2ے l,m 5@6: B-7ہ 
اس :B ،Bt,D B ۓ ہ&ں۔ ل&NU دیU-&ں ا5D  -7 B-7ل اس :2 ہB:4002 3;?&, :5 1^5ز ہ2ا ہے 

ئ ہ2ئ ہے یہ Bt,D اب B-7 اس .D ,-6ے ZLا   D Bt,D uLے اس :ے .6-,وں :B 3;?&, ہ2
اس ل&ۓ اس :2L By2jk' B ہے 7ہO زی5دہ ہے۔ زل`لے نے B-7 اس :2 ا3@5 ن5wxن نہ&ں ہ2ئ۔ 

  3-5 ا� .y B: �5,ف Dے ل&B-7 ,-. NU :-ڑ{ ہے۔نہ&ں .ہ@|5ی5 ل&NU زل`لے ا1 5@3}O زدہ 

                                                 
1 The word 5ہM@شہ (Shahinshah) literally means ‘king of kings’. The closest English translation is Emperor. 



 
اور یہ5ں ., 7ہO : ٹ,وی2ران  

tourists 
–31ے ہ&ں؟ اB-7 �3 31ے ہ&ں :ہ   

 
ا3@ے زل`لے Dے .ہ>ے 23 یہ5ں : B6C5&D رہ@?5  

tourists 
 31ے 3-ے :ے نہ ہ?&ں ش5م :ے و=O ., یہ5ں ا3@5 

rush 
 N&ہ532 3-5۔ اده, ہ?5ر{ :&@ٹ S45Lے '&ں ا;<= B-7 ے 31ے 3-ے۔@-U2 دیL 5-3 ,-P  

Rush 
NU اب زل`لے :ے Z;7 یہ ہ532 3-5 ل&  

rush 
۔H6t ہP 2&5 ہے۔ اب ان5Mءا�  .-, 2L ہے  

 
نے :2ئ O'2UC : انٹ,وی2ر  

steps 
 u.7@5نے :ے ل&ۓ؟ل&ۓ ہ&ں اس :2 وا  

 
���O'2UC اس :2 3;?&, :,نے :ے ل&ۓ ZLوLہZ :, رہB ہے۔ اب ان5Mءا� یہ Z<L 3;?&, ہ5L 2ۓ  : #"�! � رہ

  7@@ے 5P۔ .-, 5P۔ اس ہ�5C Bت '&ں یہ =>;ہ
tourist 

   اس :2 دیU-&ں Pے۔ 
 

اور زرا ہH ل2گ دیU-6&ں ہ&ں .-, P1ے Y>6ے ہ&ں۔ 23 یہ 2L =>;ے '&ں ال� ال� 45�Lں : انٹ,وی2ر
–:ے 57رے '&ں .56 ہے۔ یہ :2ن :2ن BD ہ&ں 1پ :2 .56 ہے اس   

 
  : B6C5&D رہ@?5

Hmm… 
 

ا3@5 نہ&ں .56؟: انٹ,وی2ر  
 

  یہ : B6C5&D رہ@?5
museum 

 3-5۔
 

یہ :&5 3-5؟: انٹ,وی2ر  
 

  زل`ے Dے .ہ>ے اP S45L-,۔ : B6C5&D رہ@?5
 

–اS45L : انٹ,وی2ر  
 



  اس '&ں :Y B{5&`یں 3-&ں یہ زل`لے Dے ٹ2ٹ �P ہ&ں۔: B6C5&D رہ@?5
 

–اس :ے انZر Y 2L&`یں 3-&ں وہ : انٹ,وی2ر  
 

  ٹ2ٹ �P ہ&ں۔: B6C5&D رہ@?5
 

SD ٹ2ٹ �P ہ&ں؟: انٹ,وی2ر  
 

5&D5?@رہ B6C :ہ&ں �P ٹ2ٹ SD ہ&ں۔ ہ5ں B-:ے رD O5ض�C ہ&ں وہ B|ّ7 2L ۔  
 

–ہہ5ں Dے .2ر{ ن&>H، '��,571د :5 : انٹ,وی2ر  
 

ہ2ٹd زل`ے Dے .ہ>ے ن&>H  ہ5ں یہ '��,571د :5 ن�5رہ ہے۔ یہ 5D'@ے ن&>H ہ2ٹd ہے۔ : B6C5&D رہ@?5
  P&5۔ , Pََََ, 3-5۔ زل`لے '&ں وہ 5Y 2L�Pِ SDر .5ن� '@`ل2ں ., '�6?

 
 

English translation:  
 
Interviewer: This is the Red Fort,1 built during the time of the Mughal Empire. 
So can you tell (us) about the Fort…. 
 
Tour Guide: This fort is called the Neelam Fort. This is Neelam; it is Azad Kashmir’s 
very famous fort. [Unclear but points at something.] This has now fallen. 
 
Interviewer: When was this made? 
 
Tour Guide: Its history of completion is noted as being around 1400/1500 A.D. 1500 
A.D. is the date that is passed on through oral tradition. I might be a little off; it could be 
a little before or after; you go consult history [means some authentic historical source] 
afterwards. Look here, its walls are still erect even after the earthquake. 
 
Interviewer: In the time of the Mughal…Mughal Empire? 
 
Tour Guide: Yes, Mughal. Mughal…well no not even Mughals (it was) three Emperors 
that [sound unclear].2  
 
Interviewer: How strong are its walls now? 
 

                                                 
1 This is not to be confused with the more renowned Red Fort in the city of Lahore, which was built by the 
Mughals. Interviewer refers to this particular Fort as Red to distinguish it from the other fort (called the 
Black Fort popularly) in Muzzafarabad. 
2 Guide is confused, because the fort was initially constructed by Sultan Muzaffar Khan in 1646 when India 
as a whole was under the Mughals, but not Kashmir, and then worked on again under the rule of the 
Durranis (separate dynasty from the Mughals) later.  



Tour Guide: Its walls are now very strong. Look it’s been a while since this cement (was 
used). In 1549 its construction was initiated...in 1549 its construction was initiated so it 
has been around for 400 years now. But see how the redness…the redness of the stone 
with which it was constructed has still not left it. That is why it’s still very strong. Even 
the earthquake did not cause it so much damage, even though the earthquake from God 
(so) Pure1 was so catastrophic it is still standing.  
 
Interviewer: And did a lot of tourists use to come here? Do they still come or … 
 
Tour Guide: At the time of the earthquake (means the time before) a lot of tourists used 
to come here. It was really crowded here in the evening. We had a canteen over here in 
the Fort, we had a museum, which they used to come to see. It used to be packed but now 
after the earthquake the crowd has finished. But, God willing, it will again… 
 
Interviewer: Has the government taken any steps to reconstruct it? 
 
Tour Guide: The government is really striving hard for its reconstruction. Now, God 
willing, it will very soon be restored. In the same conditions this Fort will be 
reconstructed2. Then tourists will come see it. 
 
Interviewer (starts walking ahead): Okay, so let’s go a little bit ahead and see. So do you 
about the individual places (sections) of this Fort. What all they (are) … 
 
Tour Guide: Hmm… [indicating that he’s not so sure]. 
 
Interviewer: Not that much? 
 
Guide [pointing at section on his right]: This was the museum.  
 
Interviewer: What was this? 
 
Tour Guide: Before the earthquake it was a museum. 
 
Interviewer: Museum…. 
 
Tour Guide: It had a lot of contents. As a result of the earthquake, all of them are broken. 
 
Interviewer: The contents it had inside…. 
 
Tour Guide: They broke. 
 
Interviewer: All of them broke? 
 

                                                 
 or God (so) Pure is a commonly used phrase, among Muslims in India and Pakistan in (Allah Pak) ا� .�5 1
particular, to address/talk about Allah  in a reverent manner. 
2 probably means will be restored as close to original form as possible 



Tour Guide: Yes they all broke. Whatever is left we’ve stored them safely. 
 
Interviewer (looking at the view): From here all of Neelam, Muzaffarabad … 
 
Tour Guide: Yes this is a view of Muzaffarabad. That right in front is the Neelam Hotel. 
Before the earthquake it was the Neelam Hotel that was collectively constructed on four-
five stories. In the earthquake it all fell apart.  
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